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ABSTRACT
Through technology development, VLSI fabrication is becoming smaller in size which causes much
sensitivity of VLSI circuit to noise effects especially soft error. In this paper, we present a method to
mitigate soft error in combinational logic gates based on 65 nm technology that is able to reduce the
possibility of noise propagation in combinational logic gate. We evaluate our result based on ISCAS 85
benchmark circuit. Through DFS algorithm and using analytical model derived by stimulation of each
combinational logic gate in transistor layer, soft error is processed in paths of ISCAS 85 circuit benchmark
and a single buffer logic gate is added to the end of the paths that have more potential to be affected by soft
error. Therefore, possibility of soft error distribution through circuit benchmark is measured. The buffer
gates that mitigate soft errors on the benchmark paths are kept and others are eliminated. After processing,
new circuit benchmark is available that includes added buffer logic gate to only critical paths. This is more
reliable than initial ISCAS85 circuit benchmark in terms of illuminating soft error. The results show that
possibility of soft error distribution is reduced intelligently and due to adding buffer gate to just suspicious
paths of benchmark, power and delay are optimum.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Soft errors derived in the production of a voltage transient at a combinational circuit node. This is
caused by the strike of an ionizing particle that deposits an amount of charge at the node parasitic
capacitance [1]. Such perturbation can propagate within the combinational block and eventually
reach a memory element that might erroneously change its stored value because of soft error.Soft
error is extensively studied and propagation within given circuits are understood. Four factors
contribute in deriving soft error [3]. 1) The voltage perturbation must have the appropriated
electrical characteristics to traverse logic gates, 2) There must be a sensitized logic path for the
perturbation to travel from oriented node to the memory element. 3) The voltage perturbation
must be capable of switching the memory element state, and 4) the voltage perturbation must
arrive within a time window during which the memory element is transparent. First, soft error
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propagation models were developed in [8], [9]. In [4] gate delay was described by modelling and
formulating voltage pulse propagation. In the past, soft error was just concerned in space
application. Nowadays, due to minimized size of fabrication technology, reduced power voltage
and tendency to maximize integration, there is a lot of potential for soft error distribution in
combinational logic circuits. In this work, by using the analytical model of soft error in previous
researches, we represent a method to reduce soft error scattered in Combinational logic circuits
which costs more delay and power consumption. This research is based on simulation test in 65
nm technology and uses ISCAS85 benchmark to evaluate test result. Since combinational logic
circuits also compose sequential logic circuits; so results can be extended in future as well.

2. GATE-LEVEL SOFT ERROR PROPAGATION MODEL
Two main parameters for measuring soft error distribution in logic gates are amplitude and pulse
width [2]. In this paper, we use circuit model showed in figure 1 for injecting soft errors to
combinational logic gates as well as extracting output result [8].Simulated soft errors are
produced at injector inverter output including amplitude and pulse width, which are injected to
logic gate respectively (HSPICE library gates) and soft error effect is measured on load inverter
output. Variety of simulated soft error pulses are produced by changing capacitor capacity and
input voltage [8]. In this work, soft errors are simulated in input of gate library and injected to
each combinational logic gate.

Figure1. Circuit model for extracting soft error parameters [8]

Figure2. Output pulse width (TWout) versus input pulse width (TWin) perturbation for 65 nm technology
library inverter depending on soft error input height (Vin)
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Figure3. Height of load inverter output versus input pulse width in 65 nm technology inverter library

Figure 2 and 3 are results of electrical simulation for 65 nm technology gate library which once
have been derived for each combinational logic gate. After extracting height and width of soft
error pulse in outputs for all library gates, by applying formulas which have already been derived
in [8], result of electrical simulation is turned to analytical model.

vout = (

vdd
)
1 + e (vin − v0 )
−k

(1)

ܸை் is determined by two parameters: ܸ and ݇. Parameter ܸ has units of volts; being the
amplitude of the incoming pulse that results in a ܸ݀݀/2 voltage at the output. For a balanced gate
V0 ~ ½ ܸ݀݀. Parameter ݇[ܸ ିଵ ] is a measure of the function slope at ܸ݅݊ = ܸ results in a large
change of ܸ ݐݑtoward ܸ݀݀ or ܦܰܩ.The values of both ܸ0 and ݇ parameters are obtained by
fitting the simulated data to (1).These parameters also contain the dependence of the function
with the gate fan-out, as they depend on the gate delay. Dependence of ܸ ݐݑwith the pulse width
is described through parameters ܸ0.and ݇. Such dependence is given by the following
expressions:

k = c.(1 − exp(−

v0 = V DC (1 +

twin
))
T

td 1 α
)
twin

(2)

(3)

Where ܶ, ܿ, and α are fitting parameters; ݐௗଵ is the delay time of the gate; and ݒ is the voltage
at which the gate input and its output take the same voltage value in the gate  ܥܦtransfer curve.
Parameter ܶ is a time constant; being a measure of the pulse width at which ݇ reaches a constant
value. Parameter ܿ has units of ܸ ିଵ and is the asymptotic value of ݇. This model is shown to
provide an excellent description as demonstrated in the result section. The extraction process is
carried out by fitting simulated data to the analytical expression using a method based on the
Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm [6]. Such algorithm provides a numerical solution to the
problem of minimizing a function.
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twout = a.twin + t 0 . exp(

− twin
)+b
ti

(4)

This expression provides an increasing curve for low ݓݐ values. Parameter ߙ was found to vary
linearly with ܸ_݅݊ following the expression.

a = a0 + a1.vin

(5)

And values of parameters in (5) were found to be approximately ߙଵ =1 and ߙ =0.4 for all library
gates in a 65 nm CMOS commercial technology. Parameter b in (4) is also described as a linear
function of ܸ :

b = b0 + b1.vin

(6)

Where ܾ and ܾଵ are extracted for each gate. The parameters of the exponential term in (4) are
approximately the same for all library gates: ݐ =20 ps and ݐ =100 ps. The first one is a constant
of the attenuation of the exponential term. Figure 4 shows the width of soft error in the output of
inverter gate versus the height and width of soft error in the gate input.

Figure 4

Figure 5
4
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This analysis is done for all combinational logic gates. The comparison of formula model with
electrical simulation of soft error shows a good agreement for 65nm technology.

3. TEST AND MITIGATION IN ISCAS85 CIRCUIT BENCHMARK
3.1 TR CURVE
The varying height of gate output depends on both width and height of input. It means if input
height reaches to trigger threshold but the width is not yet in trigger region, soft error will not be
transferred to gate output. By using transition region curve, it describes the gate behaviour in
sense of transfer soft error to gate output. Figure 6 shows transition region curve of NAND gate
in 65nm technology. The curve predicts amplifying or filtering the soft error height and width
through the gate in 65nm technology.

Figure 6

According to the report given in [7] by injecting input height and width to combinational logic
gate, if its output height reaches above 90% of ܸ݀݀, soft error will pass through the next gate and
not being eliminated. This region is called pass region. If its output height reaches above 50%
ܸ݀݀ and less than 90%, there is yet a possibility for soft error to pass through the next gate which
this region called transition region 1. However, if the input pulse height is equal to ½ ܸ݀݀, then it
will get dismissed since its output voltage would be below ½ ܸ݀݀; and if its output height
reaches below 10% , this region is called filtering region. We intend to add a buffer logic gate
intelligently to the end of suspicious paths in ISCAS85 benchmark, so that soft error are
transferred from transition region1 to transition region 2 or the filtering region.
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3.2 TEST PROCEDURE
After extracting soft error parameters from simulation result and fitting the parameters into
formula model, this formula model should be used to investigate ISCAS 85 benchmark regarding
soft error mitigation. ISCAS85 benchmark circuit being converted to a matrix of all circuit paths
through DFS algorithm, in this matrix, each row includes a full path from input to output.
Simulated soft error height and width obtained from circuit model in figure 1, are injected to each
input of all logic gates separately. By using 6 formulas [8], soft error is processed through a series
of logic gates where there are two parameters of width and height in the main input of each path
and pass through the next gates up to the last gate of each path and then the height and width of
each circuit path output are processed through TR curve in order to clarify work region of soft
error for each circuit path in ISCAS 85 benchmark. In case, the final logic gate of each circuit
path includes soft error, located in the transition region 1 or pass region, a buffer logic gate is
added to end of that logic path and all processes include, injecting soft errors up to TR curve
investigation are repeated and the results of TR curve are investigated before and after adding a
buffer gate to the final gate of a suspicious path (The circuit path which includes soft error in
transition region 1 or pass region). Logic buffer gates which cause filtering soft errors in circuit
paths are kept, and other supplement buffer gates are eliminated.

Figure 7

Figure 7 shows software processor application for analyzing and mitigating soft error in
ISCAS85 circuit benchmark by logic buffer gate.
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3.3 TURNING LOGIC PATHS INTO A MATRIX
Figure 8 shows how through DFS algorithm, the processor finds the paths from all gate inputs to
all possible final outputs. As showed in figure 8, by using DFS algorithm, all logic paths are
converted to a matrix of logic path data. for instance in ISCAS85 C.17 in the figure 8; the
numbers in circles follow numbers of logic gate inputs and outputs, mentioned in c.17 logic path
in figure 9, whereas, matrix of logic path data is showed in figure 10.

Figure8. DFS algorithm used to extract gate paths of ISCAS85 C17

Figure 9. ISCAS85 C.17 benchmark

[1 10 22 Non,
3 10 22 Non,
3 11 16 22,
3 11 16 23,
3 11 19 23,
6 11 16 22,
6 11 19 23,
6 11 16 23,
2 16 22 Non,
2 16 23 Non,
7 19 23 Non]
Figure 10. Matrix of logic path data for C17 logic paths
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[NAND NAND Non,
NAND NAND Non,
NAND NAND NAND,
NAND NAND NAND,
NAND NAND NAND,
NAND NAND NAND,
NAND NAND NAND,
NAND NAND NAND,
NAND NAND Non,
NAND NAND Non,
NAND NAND Non]
Figure 11. Matrix of logic gate data for C17 logic paths

Figure 11 shows corresponding logic gate for each node of logic path. Soft error height and width
are injected to each and every node separately. By reaching to each logic gate, processor reads its
gate name in matrix and applies corresponding model parameter to the soft error analysis
formulas and after soft error analysis in that gate, then goes to the next gates up to the end of
matrix row.

3.4 MODEL PARAMETER FOR LOGIC GATES
Buffer gate is build by two inverter gates which are connected to each other as shown in figure 12
and it is considered in parameter model as well. Figure 12 shows transistor layer of buffer logic
gate which is used in gate simulation and fitted into analytical model by 6 formulas given in [8]
and results are obtained to be used in analytical processing of soft error mitigation. Model
parameters for some logic gates are shown in table 1 that given in [8]. In analytical processing of
ISCAS85, instead of each logic gate, its model parameter forms the logic circuit.

Figure12. Transistor Circuit Used for Buffer Logic Gate
Table 1. Model parameters obtained for the logic gates [8]
Width Modulation

Height Modulation

Gate
ܾ1 (ݏ
/)ݒ

ܾ0 ()ݏ

ܫ( ܥ
/ܸ)

ܶ ()ݏ

݀ݐ1()ݏ

α1

α0

Inverter

(I/V
)
1.12

α

-0.26

-6.9

-17

23.8

57.4

10.7

0.958

NAND
NOR

1.17
1.01

-0.38
-0.16

-35
-17

5.3
-12

22.4
26.7

115.6
156.4

26.3
24.7

1.0903
1.0507
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4. RESULT
In this paper, by putting a buffer gate intelligently on the path ends of ISCAS85 which are
realized as critical by processor, the possibility of reaching soft errors from input of gates to their
outputs is reduced. At the end of process, a new circuit benchmark is formed that includes an
added buffer gate to the end of each critical path only. The buffer gates that cause mitigation are
retained whereas all extra buffer gates that have no positive effects in filtering soft error, are
eliminated. A new circuit benchmark is more reliable in comparison with the initial ISCAS85
circuit benchmark, but at a cost of increased power consumption and delay. Before illustrating
the results, it is worth mentioning that if the height and width of soft error measured in the output
of gate paths are in the transition region 1 or pass region of TR curve, the processor recognizes
these gate paths as critical paths; and considers transition region 2 and filtering region as desired
paths. The suggested method is tested in C.17, C432 and C.880 logic path of ISCAS85
benchmark. This test as showed in figure 13, shows the percentage of circuit paths, that have
been realized critical by the processor, are filtered in their final gate outputs. Furthermore, the
numbers of circuit paths, which include soft error in transition region1 of TR curve, are
transferred to transition region 2 or the filtering region of TR curve.

Figure 13
Table 2
Nodes #
1

Logic Path3
1.2

Logic Path2
1.2

Logic Path1
1.2

2

1.198

1.16

1.19

3

1.197

0.99

1.09

4

1.191

0.91

0.90

5

1.05

1.01

1.01

6

1.00

0.97

0.62

7

1.15

0.84

0.54

8

1.11

0.49

9

0.89
9
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Table 2 shows a logic path taken from a C880 ISCAS85 benchmark circuit. For instance, the
simulated soft error [7] with 0.2 V height and 60 ps width is injected to the first input of logic
path1 and at the end of the path height of 0.54V is measured. Because this amount of height is
located in transition region 2 of TR curve, the processor does not consider it as a critical region
and keeps the logic path without any modification. At the last output of logic path 2, the amount
of 0.84V is measured for the same input parameters. Because this amount of height is located in
the transition region1 of TR curve, the processor considers it as critical and adds a logic buffer
gate to the end of logic path 2. Then, injecting soft error after adding buffer is repeated and the
height of logic path 2 reduced from 0.84V to 0.49 V because logic path 2 is transferred from the
transition region1 to transition region 2. It means mitigation is done and the processor records the
buffer logic gate at the end of path 2 for the new modified circuit benchmark. At the last output
of logic path 3, 1.11V is measured, which is realized as critical by the processor and a buffer
logic gate is added to the end of logic path 3. In spite of adding this gate, the height and width of
path 3 outputs are still located in the transition region 1 of TR curve. Even though soft error
mitigation for logic path 3 failed, the processor eliminates the added buffer gate from path output
and does not record the buffer gate in path 3 for the new circuit benchmark. The figures that are
underlined in table 2 are output height of the added buffer gate. Table 3 shows few instances for
soft error mitigation, that are done on C.17,C880 and C432 logic paths, include combinational
logic gates in ISCAS85 benchmark.
Table 3. Result of soft error mitigation in ISCAS85 benchmark logic paths
ISCAS85 benchmark logic paths

C.17

C.880

C.432

Total logic paths

11

419

585

logic paths including critical soft errors

11

178

54

Eliminated critical soft errors at logic path outputs

6

33

10

Remained critical soft errors at logic path outputs

5

145

44

For instance, in ISCAS85 C.432 benchmark path, the processor determines all gate paths from
input to output through DFS algorithm, (All gate paths include each and every gate input in
ISCAS85 C.432 benchmark and its gate paths to all possible final gate outputs) that are 585
paths. Then, by passing simulated soft error through the whole gate paths, 54 paths are detected
in transition region1 of TR curve and the processor identifies it as a critical region and adds a
logic gate buffer to all final outputs of these 54 logic paths. Again, simulated soft errors are
passed from the 54 paths to determine the effect of buffer added to the end of paths. Results show
that 10 paths out of 54 paths are transferred from the transition region1 to the transition region 2
and these 10 paths are not located in the critical region of TR curve. Then, the processor
eliminates 44 added buffer gates which have not been mitigating any soft errors in order to
prevent extra power and delay in ISCAS85 C.432.
In ISCAS85 C17 benchmark, all 11 logic paths are recognized by DFS algorithm and because
they are realized as critical region of TR curve, all logic paths reach to added buffer gate at the
end of their own path outputs. After adding buffer gate soft errors at outputs, 6 paths out of 11
paths are transferred from the transition region 1 to the transition region 2 and are not located in
the critical region. Other 5 logic paths that are not collaborating in soft error mitigation but due to
being in common path output with the 6 paths mitigating soft error, no buffer gate is eliminated.
Consequently a new ISCAS85 C.17 benchmark is formed by 2 added buffer logic gates.
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Figure14. New form of ISCAS85 C17 benchmark after adding logic buffer gates
Table 4[7]
nodes#

INV001
INV002
INV003
INV004
INV0017
INV0018
INV0019
INV020
INV067
INV068
INV069
INV0128
INV0129
INV0249
INV250

Logic path
height of Inv
chain 3
0.73
0.76
0.75
0.76
0.78
0.77
0.78
0.77
0.78
0.77
0.78
0.77
0.78
0.78
0.77

Logic path
height of Inv
chain 2
0.83
0.84
0.88
0.87
0.98
0.97
0.99
0.98
1.33
1.32
1.34
1.74
1.76
2.59
2.58

Logic path
height of
Inv chain 1
0.79
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.74
0.75
0.73
0.74
0.37
0.38
0.35
0
0
0
0

In a previous work, soft error mitigation by chain of inverters is considered. According to the
results shown in [7], in some cases after passing soft error from the inverter gate, the height
increases so it can cause even transferring from the transition region 2 to the critical region of TR
curve. The recommended idea in this paper, putting buffer gates intelligently through processing
application prevents this error. Because buffer gate just in a case its ability to reduce effect of soft
errors, is added to the output. Table 4 shows the derived height of the consecutive chain of
inverter gate; as shown in this table, in some cases the inverter gate causes a reduction in height
and in other cases it causes an increase in height. Therefore, the recommended idea in this paper
has some benefits in comparing: First, buffer gate is not added to all path outputs, though the new
circuit benchmark fabrication costs less. Second, it prevents burden of extra power and delay to
circuit benchmark. In addition, comprehensive automatic analyzer of ISACS85 soft error, is
represented, which can be applied for new researches in the future.

5. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, along with the deteriorating size of fabrication in VLSI circuits and the reduction in
power voltage in logic gates, the sensitivity of circuits are enhanced. Therefore, in this paper by
utilization analytical processing for 65nm technology library, critical path by reference to TR
curve is recognized and by adding a buffer logic gate to the end of logic path, the effect of soft
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error is declined and due to adding buffer gate to the critical path only, power and delay are
optimized. The recommended method is capable of processing mass of logic paths in ISCAS85
circuit benchmark in sense of soft error by utilization of DFS algorithm. As a result of applying
our idea on standard circuit benchmark ISCAS85, reliable results are expected. The simple
structure of buffer gate which includes only 2 PMOS gates and 2 NMOS gates placed only at the
end of gate paths, making the modification easier and cheaper. By applying simulated soft errors
that are done in a previous research to transistor layer of combinational logic gates in 65nm
library technology, the height and width of input and output are obtained to be fitted into
analytical model, and then the derived results are used in analytical processing of soft error
mitigation.
The final result shows that for all combinational logic paths in ISCAS85 minimum 17% and
maximum 55% of soft errors in critical region (transition region 1) are transferred to the
mitigation region (filtering or transition region 2) and then new circuit benchmark including
added logic buffer gate has more reliability in sense of soft error than ISCAS85 circuit
benchmark. Also we found that by adding buffer logic gate to end of logic path, it is not possible
to filter soft error that is located in pass region of TR curve.
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